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Retail Business Area
With Coop.ch, Coop is revolutionizing its digital pres-
ence and adding even more sustainable and inexpen-
sive products to its already extensive range. Compre-
hensive measures are needed in all areas to tackle the 
Covid pandemic, which has seen demand surge at on-
line shops.

Coop’s retail business was greatly impacted by the Covid pandemic during the year under review. On 16 
March, the Federal Council ordered all non-food formats and restaurants to close, and restricted ranges 
in supermarkets. Over 1 000 sales outlets had to close and more than 13 000 employees suddenly 
found themselves unable to perform their usual activities. At the same time, demand in supermarkets 
and at the online formats surged, placing severe demands on employees at the sales outlets, as well as 
processes in the background. Employees in the supermarkets and in other areas showed tremendous 
dedication in rising to this challenge. During lockdown, they received support from their colleagues in 
the temporarily closed trading formats, the catering and restaurant business, and wholesale. This show 
of solidarity will long be remembered. At this difficult time, it was imperative both to protect employees 
and to safeguard the security of supply of foods and essential goods. 

In 2020, the Coop Group generated net sales of 19.1 billion francs in Retail, and its extensive network of 
supermarket sales outlets and their proximity to customers proved a tremendous asset. To some ex-
tent, the non-food formats were able to offset sales lost during lockdown with record sales at their own 
online shops. 

Sales formats and range

In the Retail business area, the Coop Group operates supermarkets as well as numerous specialist for-
mats for every customer need. At the end of 2020, it had 2 349 sales outlets throughout Switzerland, 
which is X more than the previous year. Coop also boasts a wide range of online shops and systemati-
cally combines online and offline trade (omnichannel). Almost all of Coop’s specialist formats now have 
their own online shops in addition to their brick-and-mortar stores. The 24 online shops in the retail 

segment in all achieved growth of 35.7% in 2020 compared with 
the previous year. 

Coop attaches particular strategic importance to its sustainable 
ranges. In 2020, Coop’s retail sales from sustainable products to-
talled an encouraging 4.8 billion francs, which was up 14.5% over 
the previous year (for details see www.coop.ch/sd-report). 
Sales of organic products alone came to 1.7 billion francs, which is 
an increase of 14.2% year on year. 

Supermarkets and food formats 

The Coop supermarkets generated net sales of over 12 billion francs in 2020. Coop once again gained 
many new customers and significantly increased its market shares. With 944 stores, Coop has the 
densest network of sales outlets in Switzerland. In the 2020 financial year, 22 new sales outlets were 
opened and 10 closed. Coop implemented the new store concept 2025+ in a total of 51 supermarkets 
in 2020, bringing the total number of new-style supermarkets to 157.

19.1 CHF billion

net sales in retail
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Covid safety measures in sales outlets
Protecting employees and customers is Coop’s top priority. The safety concepts which Coop was quick 
to develop proved effective in practice and became routine. In the entrance area, posters reminded 
customers of the requirement to wear face coverings. Disinfectants and disposable gloves were also 
available at the entrance. Daily cleaning of various surfaces, such as shopping trolleys, was stepped up. 
In the checkout area, plexiglass screens, floor markings and posters kept everyone safe. In addition, 
Coop used in-store radio to remind customers to maintain social distancing and wear a face mask. Em-
ployees protected themselves and everyone else by wearing their face coverings correctly.

Customers overwhelmingly grateful to sales staff
Buoyed up by words of encouragement and an outpouring of gratitude from customers, staff at the 
sales outlets went above and beyond during the Covid pandemic. Employees were very touched by the 
solidarity shown by customers, who wrote lots of letters and created many collages and drawings. 

Coop.ch wins Digital Champion Award 2020
To further improve the shopping experience, Coop launched omnichannel platform Coop.ch. The new 
website merges the existing websites of Coop@home, Coop.ch and Mondovino. At the heart of Coop.ch 
is the holistic shopping experience, from planning to purchase. Now, for instance, customers can write 
a shopping list and retrieve it on the new Coop app in store. From now on, the availability of all products 
and promotions will be shown in any branch of choice in real time. Customers can link the new platform 
to their Supercard account and take advantage of all the benefits of the extensive customer programme. 
The Click & Collect service also enables customers to conveniently order the products they want from 
home and collect them from 350 sales outlets. The website impressed the jury in the Digital Commerce 
Award, which named Coop.ch Digital Commerce Champion and, therefore, the best online shop in 2020.

Product range diversity 

As well as stocking the biggest selection of national and international branded products, Coop also 
stocks numerous own-label brands for every customer need in all its sales formats. In food retailing 
alone, with over 40 000 products in the food and non-food segment it offers the greatest product range 
diversity in Switzerland. As well as own-label sustainability brands and quality labels, Coop also stocks 
other own-label brands that cover diverse customer needs and offer optimum value for money.

Flow of goods and maintaining optimum stock levels during the COVID-19 crisis
The Covid crisis triggered an unprecedented run on the food sales formats. Every day, the crisis team 
set up to manage the flow of goods had to anticipate the constantly changing situation with regard to 
purchasing, national and international logistics capacities, and sales-based ordering for the branches. 
Sometimes, radical and unconventional measures had to be taken at very short notice. To cope with the 
huge additional volumes of leader items, Coop created brand-new logistics platforms and put a tempo-
rary freeze on part of the range at the Wangen distribution centre. Although it wasn’t always possible to 
completely avoid gaps in the range, Coop was generally able to assure deliveries of a wide array of items 
to the sales outlets at all times. Coop continuously fulfilled its federal mandate of supplying the popu-
lation with food and essential goods.

Expansion of vegan and vegetarian range
Coop is continually expanding its range of vegetarian and vegan products. There are now more than 
1 200 products certified with the SwissVeg V-Label on Coop’s shelves. This includes around 1 000 ve-
gan products. The popular own-label brand Karma, which now comprises more than 300 products, is a 
key component of the varied range of vegetarian items. In addition to the naturally vegetarian Karma 
products, Coop also stocks a wide range of vegetarian and vegan cheese, milk, meat and fish alterna-
tives. At the start of 2020, Coop became the first retailer to launch the popular pea-based chicken al-
ternatives of Zurich’s ETH start-up “planted”. Other all-plant highlights in the range include The Green 
Mountain Burger, tuna fish substitute Vuna, a tartar, and raclette and meatloaf for baking at home.

Switzerland’s best plant-based burger
The Green Mountain Burger was inspired by the natural beauty of the Swiss mountains. It was developed 
and produced by Bell subsidiary Hilcona, in Landquart, Graubünden. The burger, which was launched in 
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April 2020, quickly made it to the top 5 of all plant-based alternatives in Coop’s range. The Green Moun-
tain Burger is made from yellow split peas and is convincingly similar to an original meat burger in ap-
pearance, consistency, and taste. It is therefore no surprise that, in October 2020, The Green Mountain 
Burger was named by the Kassensturz consumer protection TV programme as Switzerland’s best plant-
based burger.

Successful organic range and closer cooperation with Bio Suisse
Coop achieved further exceptional growth with its organic products in 2020. Sales of the Naturaplan 
organic own-label brand grew by 15.8% to 1.5 billion francs. In total, the Coop Group generated sales of 
2 billion francs from organic products; in retail sales, Naturaplan products already account for over 
13%. This makes Coop the undisputed market leader in Switzerland. The Covid crisis highlighted a 
growing desire among customers for the most natural and healthy foods possible. Due to the closure of 
restaurants, customers were preparing more of their meals at home, and seeking out natural and healthy 
foods with which to cook. Coop launched more than 150 new Naturaplan products in 2020, such as 
yoghurts and iced teas with no added sugar, wood-fired Butterzopf braided loaves, and new Demeter 
products such as olive oil, breads, and dried tomatoes. Coop has set itself the goal of achieving above-av-
erage growth and attaining organic sales of CHF 2.5 billion by 2025. Since the launch of own-label or-
ganic brand Naturaplan in 1993, Coop has adhered fully to the bud label awarded by Bio Suisse, whose 
guidelines are among the most stringent in the world. The enduring, successful collaboration between 
Coop and the Bio Suisse organization was renewed and consolidated in 2020, with the shared goal of 
greatly advancing the organic market in Switzerland over the next few years.

Extending cooperation with IP-Suisse
At the end of February 2020, Coop informed Naturafarm pork producers that responsibility for main-
taining the guidelines for this own-label animal welfare brand was being handed over to the farming 
organization IP-Suisse. The new guidelines set more stringent requirements for biodiversity and sus-
tainability. The products will continue to be sold under the Naturafarm own-label brand. Coop used this 
partnership as an opportunity to step up its sustainability in other areas, and is switching a variety of 
Swiss Qualité & Prix products, such as milk, cream, flour, bread and sugar, from conventional to inte-
grated production. These products bear the ladybird symbol, which is the IP-Suisse quality label that is 
synonymous with added value that includes: products that are entirely of Swiss origin, efforts to pro-
mote diversity, avoidance of pesticides whenever possible, and the careful use of resources.

 This list is a selection of the key own-label brands and quality labels. 
For more information about Coop own-label brands, visit www.coop.ch/labels

OWN-LABEL TARGET GROUP BRANDS

OWN-LABEL SUSTAINABILITY BRANDS AND QUALITY LABELS 

OWN-LABEL STANDARD BRANDS
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Prix Garantie range expanded
Coop increased the Prix Garantie range to around 1 000 items during the year under review. The new 
products are from all areas of the range: from apple spritzer and hummus to pesto and Zopf flour (a 
special flour used e.g. for plaited loaves). New items such as fajitas and avocados provide inspiration for 
family meals, and products such as falafel burgers and soya milks are suitable for vegetarian and vegan 
diets. Prix Garantie is therefore far more than just a basic range. All products must live up to the range 
promise: Prix Garantie is a range of good quality, low-price products. By expanding this range, Coop is 
taking even greater account of the needs of all customer groups, in particular families, and offering an 
increasingly diverse range of products at low prices. The packaging relaunch for existing Prix Garantie 
products is also under way, with new packaging that boasts an attractive culinary design with a premi-
um look.

Disposable face masks and fabric masks at Coop
Even in the early days of 2020, the Covid pandemic triggered increased demand for face masks. Procur-
ing and transporting disposable face masks proved challenging. Coop’s priority was to maintain high 
quality and social standards in production. Thanks to reliable partners and agile logistics, Coop was 
able to guarantee constant product availability. Coop was the first retailer to stock fabric masks and, 
since August, customers have been able to buy EMPA-tested and certified fabric masks. Customers 
benefit from an attractive and varied range that represents very good value for money. 

On track for success with flavoured mineral water
With growth of more than 50% nationwide, flavoured waters are the fastest-growing product group in 
the beverages category. They account for a market share of 17% of the mineral water market, and that 
figure is rising fast. The Coop Naturaplan own-label brands, which include lemon, mint, and cucumber 
flavours, are the leading flavoured sparkling waters in Switzerland. To build on this success, in 2020 
Coop launched a Swiss Alpina Plus line alongside Naturaplan which, with raspberry and elderflower 
flavours, offers an intense taste experience. The mineral waters produced by Coop’s own Pearlwater 
manufacturing facility in Termen (Valais) now account for more than 6% of total retail sales, and this 
percentage is also rising.

Coop is committed to lower consumer prices
In 2020 Coop remained committed to low consumer prices. Coop has reduced the prices of over 1 000 
products in several price-cutting rounds. These include branded articles and own-label brands, such as 
in the Prix Garantie range plus fruit and vegetables. In the year under review, Coop invested 145 million 
francs in lower sales prices. Coop announced all of the price adjustments in the Coop Member Press.
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Highlights from the food formats
The table below lists the highlights during the year under review, along with a factsheet on each special-
ist format. For more information about the Coop Group’s specialist formats, visit
www.coop.ch/einkaufen.

The Coop super-
markets have the 
densest network of 
sales outlets in 
Switzerland

• Safeguarding the security of supply in the face of the Covid
challenge

• Rapid implementation of the COVID-19 safety concepts
• Strong gains in market share
• A high level of customer satisfaction and onward recommen-

dations
• Positive customer feedback with a modern rating tool for

branches
• Growth in the sustainable, vegetarian/vegan and organic

range
• Expansion of Prix Garantie range
• Expansion of IP-Suisse range
• Another 51 branches remodelled according to the new store

concept. At the end of 2020, 157 branches had been remod-
elled.

• 22 new sales outlets opened
• Product scanners using customer’s own smartphone availa-

ble in all branches

The number one in 
the Swiss conveni-
ence market

• Expansion: Five new filling stations with Pronto shops
• Reopenings: Six shops after major refurbishments
• Customers/customer satisfaction: Coop Pronto’s “For Fresh,

Fast Food” concept proved itself very well during the corona-
virus period too.

• Freshness strategy: Coop Pronto supplies around 60 shops
with additional “freshly made with love” sandwiches directly
from one of two production facilities.

• Reusable cups: Coop Pronto introduced a “coffee to go”
reusable cup. Customers who bring their own reusable cup
benefit from 5x Superpoints when purchasing a hot drink.

• Sustainable convenience: Coop Pronto bans single-use
plastic cutlery from its convenience packaging. Customers
are now offered sustainably produced reusable cutlery.

• One third of the shop network already has the new design:
around 105 stores are already equipped with the new look

Coop to go offers 
exclusive take-away 
products not availa-
ble in any other 
Coop format

• 10 out of 19 branches shut during spring lockdown
• Sales on a rising trend again post-lockdown
• St. Gallen City is the 20th branch and opens on Marktplatz

in Bohl in November
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Coop.ch Omnichannel 
platform with the 
biggest selection
and personal
delivery to
your front door

• Sales more than double during lockdown
• Sharp rise in new customers, particularly people working

from home
• Range of Top 100 products created during the Covid pan-

demic, for more rapid availability of items (in partnership
with Galliker Transport AG)

• coop@home becomes Coop.ch: omnichannel shop with
numerous features and functions

• Significant customer growth thanks to balanced range and
impressive, intuitive new shop

• Range now comprises 17 000 items, including a big wine
range with more than 2 000 different wines

• Award for Coop.ch: Switzerland’s Best Online Shop at the
“Connect - Digital Commerce Conference” in Zurich

The format for 
artisanal food, 
regional products 
and sustainability

• Covid takes a heavy toll on artisanal food format FOOBY; the
sales outlet is closed during lockdown

• Growth in working from home causes a decline in customer
footfall

• Thanks to customer proximity and feedback, ideas can be
quickly implemented and innovative solutions developed in
the concept store

• Core business remains the range of products freshly made
in-store

• Expansion of regional product range and of expertise in
vegan and vegetarian alternatives

• Creation of new terrace for consumption of food in situ, in
response to a lot of customer feedback

The trendy store 
format for vegetari-
an and vegan 
products

• Slight decline in customer numbers due to Covid pandemic
• Range continually expanded with new vegetarian and vegan

products, fresh salads, sandwiches and smoothies made on
the premises

• Second Karma store opens on Neuengasse in Bern in June
• Trial of Greenbox concept: freshly prepared salads and

muesli are sold in reusable packaging. The customer pays a
CHF 5 deposit, which is refunded when they return the bowl
to the point of sale.

Coop’s Italian 
delicatessen store

• Three out of five branches closed during spring lockdown;
customer footfall declined

• Sales trend rising again
• Range continually being expanded with lots of Italian speci-

alities and delicacies, fresh focaccia, insalata or panini made
on the premises

• Sapori Circle, the sixth store, opens in November at Zurich
Airport
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Culinary treats 
every day, at fair 
prices

• Closure of Coop Restaurants during lockdown
• 1 500 Coop Restaurant employees swiftly and successfully

deployed in sales, logistics and manufacturing
• Significant market share gains compared with main competi-

tors
• More new plant-based products, such as Planted Chicken,

jackfruit etc.
• Launch of customer satisfaction survey via Supercard app
• Roll-out of new take-it concept
• Liquid waste measurement in all restaurants to reduce food

waste
• Pilot of anti-food waste app Too Good To Go

The refreshing host 
at busy locations

• 400 Marché employees swiftly and successfully deployed in
sales, logistics and manufacturing at Coop

• Complete revamp of Marché café and Marché take-away at
Zurich Airport

• New Marché take-away opens at Würenlos shopping service
area

• Complete revamp of Marché café in Bursins (formerly Zigolini
Café)

• Guest areas in Martigny and Gunzgen Süd extensively
refreshed and upgraded

• Marché filling station shop in Glarnerland remodelled
• Remodel of all Burger King franchise branches
• Opening of the 4th Zopf & Zöpfli outlet in Letzipark shopping

centre

Switzerland’s 
number one for 
cooking and 
indulgence

• Successful launch of “Betty cooks with you!” recipe initiative
after the start of lockdown: 120 recipe books containing over
12 000 recipes available free online

• E-commerce business (recipe books and kitchen aids) and
magazine subscriptions perform very well.

• Successful start to cooperation with digital customer service
solution Guuru, with sharp rise in customer enquiries during
lockdown.

• Development of over 1 000 food products for all Coop
own-label brands

• Launch of “Glutenfrei leben” (Gluten-free Living) magazine,
with gluten-free recipes and a wide array of topics relating to
carefree living without gluten.

• Launch of a world first: the click-by-click biscuit press
• Launch of “Gesund abnehmen” (Lose weight the healthy

way) app, with tasty recipes for easy calorie tracking at
home and out and about.

• Development of over 1 000 recipes for Fooby and Little
Fooby




